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Introduction 
IOSH Oman In Brief 

The IOSH Oman Branch was launched on

April 22 2013.

Over 130 all level of Members with IOSH

Our Branch growth till date was achieved

due to our volunteers who offer great

service by:

Supporting Health & Safety

Professionals through IPD & CPD

Increasing Association with

Government Bodies & Corporates for

developing Safe Work Place

Developing H&S Culture by conducting

events and Health & Safety campaigns.

Our coverage extends in all parts of

Oman making wider Impact influencing

health and safety in changing world.



Oman Branch Events For 2017/2018 



2017/2018 Oman Committee 

Details of Oman IOSH Team  

IOSH Oman branch committee 2017/18

S No Name Position Email ID Contact #

1 Bipin Gautam Chair Bipin.Gautam@capeplc.com 99881505

2 Ali Al Mahrooqi Vice Chair ali.aha.almahrooqi@gmail.com 99417354

3 Rasha Abdelrahim Secretary rashanugud@gmail.com 99252803

4 Kamil Al Lawati Treasurer kamilabuhussain@gmail.com 99312790

5 Sarath Mohan Communications Coordinator energysrt@gmail.com 91271371

6 Peter Mc Nair IPD CPD Coordinator peter@ihsem.com 99112111

7 Mohammed Ali Aboelyazed Executive Committee Member hse_me@yahoo.com 96203464

8 Abdul Karim Vettiyanickal Executive Committee member abkarim.edu@gmail.com 99829029

9 Shailendra Sanap Executive Committee Member sanap.shailendra@gmail.com 97486297

10 Ankur Bhuria Executive Committee Member bhuriaankur84@gmail.com 99224467

11 Sulaiman Al Sulaimi Executive Committee Member alsulaimy@hotmail.com 99022483
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Internal Committee Meeting: 11 Sep 2017



Highlights of Branch Events 11 Sep 2017



Q & A Sessions/ Appreciation to Speaker



Q & A Sessions/ Appreciation to Speaker



Networking and Sharing Ideas: 



IOSH Event Feedback & Analysis  

• Total 36 professionals ( 19 Members and 17 Non Members

• attended) representing various companies attended the event.

• Branch Introduction, achievements and forecast plan presented by

• Chair.

• Eng. Jonathan Scopes, CMIOSH, Samara Training Services Spoke

on Influential Leadership for Successful Health and Safety

Management from 7pm to 8pm.

• It was an excellent session and good feedback received from the

attendees, it was seen all were keen on the subject.

Excellent: 15, Good: 18   Acceptable: 3, Poor: 0

• Many non Members shown keen interest to join IOSH.

• Good Networking among the groups were seen during the Meeting.

• Motivation level of professionals are seen during the meeting and

good feedback from attendees.

Making Impact and Influencing Health & safety!



Hot Topics for Future Programme 

• Attendees Needs Diverse Topics in the events.

• New Debates in Health & Safety and Research.

• Oil & Gas Safety

• Emergency Preparedness & Disaster Management

• Fire Safety & Auditing

• Construction Safety

• Marine Safety

• Safety Culture

• Road Safety

• Process Safety Management

• Oman HSE Laws & Regulations

• CPD/IPD

As per Feedback analysis  



Oman Safety & Loss Prevention Conference 

12-13 September 2017- Crowne Plaza, Muscat



Highlights of Oman Conference- 12 Sep 2017



Highlights of Oman Conference- 12 Sep 2017



Highlights of Oman Conference- 12 Sep 2017



IOSH: 11 September 2017 Branch 

Event- Presentation

Presentation By:

Eng. Jonathan Scopes, CMIOSH, 

Samara Training Services



Influential Leadership for Successful 
Health and Safety Management

Jonathan Scopes
BSc MSc CEng MICE MIStructE CMIOSH FAPS

Samara Training Services



Contents:

1. CBI Guidance
2. Lessons learned from London 2012 
Olympics

a. Process
b. Safety by Design

3. Process for multi-site program





Engineering - water flows downhill



Water flows downhill

1/6 – leadership is genuine and visible



The most common organisation 
structure is hierarchical, authority 

flows from the top down to the 
work people.

Employees in certain positions need 
to have the power to exercise their 
authority to direct and control the 

activities of the organisation.



Different styles:
Autocratic

Obedience is the appropriate 
response



Different styles:
Bureaucratic

Apply rules systematically



Personality dominates

Different styles:
Charismatic



Different styles:
Traditional

Founded on custom & practice



It 
is 
a 

long 
way 
to 

the 
sea

2/6 safety culture is a long term 
commitment



How to Motivate for Safe Behavior

• Effective clear and timely communication

• Co-operation and Co-ordination

• Selection of Competent Persons

• Sharing Ownership

• Providing Leadership

• Never ignoring safety problems

• Not allowing pressures or other priorities to let 
them to condone deviations or short cuts

• Being polite

• Praising safe performance  - TAKE TIME



Water is retained when channeled

3/6 policy and process with high 
expectations



This was a real construction project and not 
everything went right – some things nearly went 
very wrong. Key attributes for achieving success 
included the willingness and ability to tackle 
problems early and openly, find new solutions, 
share and transfer the learning, and still sustain 
focus on delivering the objectives. Learning from the 
experience of the London 2012 build is therefore 
relevant to construction more widely and 
demonstrates practical steps that different parties 
can adopt to secure benefits for 
themselves and other stakeholders. 



1. Give employees responsibility

Author Simon Sinek urges leaders to respond to 
employee questions with another question, such 
as “What do you think we should do?”

(source: https://www.inc.com/allison-fass/leadership-simon-sinek-on-truly-leading-
employees.html )



2. Understand what causes conflict

George Kohlrieser, IMD Professor of Leadership 
and Organisational Behaviour says that to be able 
to create a dialogue aimed at resolving the 
conflict, people need to understand the root of the 
disagreement. 
“Among the common causes of disagreement are 
differences over goals, …

(source: www.imd.org/research/publications/upload/PFM149_LR_Kohlrieser.pdf )



3. Communicate the need for change

Business improvement and change management 
specialist, Torben Rick says it is essential to find 
lots of ways to demonstrate why a change is 
necessary. “Change management requires a 
compelling change story – communicate it to 
employees and follow it up with ongoing 
communications and involvement.”

(source: www.torbenrick.eu/blog/change-management/14-key-elements
-in-reducing-resistance-to-change )

http://www.torbenrick.eu/blog/change-management/14-key-elements


Water conservation is essential

4/6 OSH is a corporate aim to be resourced



4. Talk about what you believe in

As Sinek says, “People don't buy what you do; they 
buy why you do it. If you talk about what you 
believe, you will attract those who believe what 
you believe.” 

(source: https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_ leaders_inspire_action ) 



5. Replace extrinsic motivators with intrinsic 
motivators

Dan Pink, author of Drive and To Sell Is Human 
believes that the traditional way of rewarding 
workers is wrong. Extrinsic motivators, such as 
bonuses and extra holiday are not as powerful as 
intrinsic motivators such as purpose, passion and 
autonomy. These can increase productivity, 
worker engagement and worker satisfaction. 



Successful construction outcomes in the build were 
inextricably linked to the human behaviours through 
the supply chain. While contracts, processes, 
systems and equipment provided the framework, 
the effectiveness of their implementation came 
through the relationships and style of working 
forged at company and individual levels. The two 
aspects, systems and people, work in tandem; 
neither is sufficient on its own but the full potential 
of each relies on the other. 



Water is essential to life

5/6 OSH is a management responsibility



6. Set the tone

Is a ‘teamwork culture’ the ideal?” asks McKinnon. 
“You’d better make sure your executive team truly 
works as a team. Is ‘transparency’ most 
important? Guess what, your leaders better be 
transparent — even when it’s difficult.” 

(source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/groupthink/2013/10/04/how-to-build-a-great-
company-culture/#737 9f9e01bc6 ) 



Successful relationships in the context of 
construction projects are not just a matter of chance. 
It is the clear and consistent focus on the 
commitment, collaboration, transparency and 
communications needed for success, and relentless 
efforts to equip and support the construction teams 
to work in this way that yield positive results. Clarity 
of purpose, leadership through all levels, respect 
for each other’s roles, and sharing of expertise and 
learning are not of themselves costly or esoteric 
but they have been shown to be 
invaluable for forging effective 
relationships. 



7. Forget the pecking order

Business leader Margaret Heffernan believes that 
organisations are often run according to “the 
super chicken model,” where the value is placed 
on star employees who outperform others. But 
she says this isn't what drives the highest 
achieving teams. Instead, social cohesion — built 
every coffee break, when one team member asks 
another for help — leads to great results in the 
long term.”
Companies don’t have great ideas, 
only people do.



Construction health and safety guidance has long 
required client leadership, a conducive culture, 
communication and cooperation, worker 
involvement, risk management, and supply chain 
integration. It is significant that this wider research 
brief has linked the same characteristics to a full 
range of construction outcomes (including schedule, 
budget and quality alongside good health and safety 
performance and delivery on other sustainability or 
employment targets). The evidence is that active 
focus on the human relationships and ways of 
working has the potential to deliver 
benefits across a wide range of 
construction metrics, including H&S. 



Everyone must manage their water

6/6 OSH must involve everyone



8. Remain agile

“Build an environment that empowers your team 
to take risks. Set metrics for what needs to be 
achieved and measure against them to track 
progress along the way. If targets aren’t being met, 
challenge your team to reassess and come back 
with a new strategy. And create a culture where 
people are awarded for challenging the status 
quo.”

(source: http://fortune.com/2015/06/24/sandi-peterson-leading-
during-transition/ ) 

http://fortune.com/2015/06/24/sandi-peterson-leading-


9. Talk to people and listen

…formalising the exchange of ideas is also key: “…if 
someone in the team has travelled or been 
seconded to another business, get them to share 
their learnings with everyone. The more diverse 
your team and their input, the more your 
decisions will come from an informed and aware 
place.” 



Many of the steps taken are scalable and paying 
attention to people and their interactions is as 
applicable to small building projects as it is to multi 
billion pound programmes. It is desirable for a project 
at any level to have, for example, a client who: is clear 
on their requirements from the outset; encourages 
supply chain partners to work collaboratively - including 
sharing problems at an early stage so solutions can be 
found before costs escalate or re-work becomes 
necessary; has an engaged and responsible workforce; 
and instils mutual confidence in a successful outcome. 

The learning from the London 2012 build 
puts new attention on the underpinnng
human and organisational interactions. 



10. Engage your team and regularly communicate 
progress

“Invite people from different age groups –
different generations bring important insights. Ask 
good questions - what is the one thing that you 
need right now that would have the biggest 
impact … and listen!” 

(source: http://www.changeboard.com/content/6464/5-tips-on-how-to-lead-in-times-of-
change/ )



London 2012 was an immensely challenging 
construction programme. Nevertheless it has 
delivered on the aspirations not only to complete 
ahead of time and within budget but also to 
showcase UK construction at its very best to the 
world. Achievements in health and safety, 
sustainability, and equality and inclusion are better 
than anything achieved previously and set new 
standards for the future. A common thread through 
all aspects of the build success is the people and 
their focused and collaborative 
interactions. 



That was the ‘dry’ theory,
and now an example



London 2012 Olympics
Build started 2006

Vacate + Demolish 280 premises
30 new bridges

265km of ducts for utilities
3m m3 of cut, 1m m3 treated on site

12km of highway built
90 structures built 
Build rail stations

Practice events from 2011



London 2012 Olympics

Given the huge number of man 
hours, if we had worked to normal 

UK construction standards, we 
would have expected to have had 

3 fatalities.





Triad Oman Consultants International
Samara Training Services

The London 2012 Olympics model -
£6bn build.

Client HSE Team of only 4



How to manage health and safety on multiple sites 
with very small teams?

1. Design the process, including the design
2. Implement the process
3. Audit and revise

Triad Oman Consultants International
Samara Training Services



Style: Shepherd

Leads by example
Consistent 
Gentle and firm
Supports ‘sheep’ in trouble
Leads to a good place
Develops and supports his ‘under 
shepherds’ to maximise their 
performance



• ODA (Client) was influential in HSE strategy

• An ODA Sponsor was appointed for each 
‘package’

• Over 30 CDM Coordinators, CDMCs, were 
appointed – one for each package 

• CLM provided a CDM Integrator on the Olympic 
Park 

• Relatively early appointment of CDMC – with 
designers or as part of a design and build 

team

Institution of Civil Engineers  paper 2012 RR941 



• Continuity of CDMCs – by transferring CDMC 
from the Designer’s team to the Contractor’s 
team

• CDMCs monitored the Construction Phase 
HSE Plan – to ensure that the Plan remained a 
‘live’ document during the life of the project 

• CDMCs met monthly – CPD, discuss 
integration, share lessons learned

Institution of Civil Engineers  paper 2012 RR941 



• CDMCs submitted monthly reports to 
demonstrate that the design team was 
working collaboratively to eliminate and 
reduce health and safety risks to Contractors, 
users and maintainers of the packages, and 
also working collaboratively with the other 
neighbouring projects within the Olympic Park 
and adjacent to the project 

• CLM actively monitored CDMC resources and 
competencies

Institution of Civil Engineers  paper 2012 RR941 



• Requirement for SHE boxes on all drawings –
CLM included a safety-health environment 
(SHE) risk box on all standard drawing 
templates with the requirement to list  risks 
that are unusual or unfamiliar to a competent 
Contractor, or to state ‘There are no 
significant or unfamiliar risks to a competent 
Contractor’ 

Institution of Civil Engineers  paper 2012 RR941 



SHE Box on drawing



• The Health and Safety Files were prepared by 
Principal Contractors for handover to the client

• Multiple land areas and handovers – to ensure 
that each work site had a Principal Contractor, 
the Olympic park was divided into a large 
number of land areas (LAs) which were handed 
over to the relevant Principal Contractor and 
back again along with the relevant information 
(e.g. for the construction of bridge abutments 
adjacent to a venue)

Institution of Civil Engineers  paper 2012 RR941 



• Integrated risk reviews were undertaken –
involving all duty holders where cost, 
programme, technical and health and safety 
risks were considered simultaneously

Institution of Civil Engineers  paper 2012 RR941 



Legacy



Triad Oman Consultants International
Samara Training Services

Consultant Company Subcontractor

Gap analysis Revise contracts

Build web page

Training  on KPIs and reporting methods

Coaching

Deliver own KPIs Deliver and report KPIs

Check & audit KPIs Be audited

Carrot and stick Close out N/C

Remote controlled KPIs with self reporting

Adapt to new contract



No. Description Evidence Point

s1 Weekly HSE inspection carried out Dated inspection report 15

2 Close out record updated for HSE inspection Dated inspection report 15

3 HSE employee of the month awarded Photo 10

4 HSE suggestion or 'stop' of the month awarded Photo 10

5 Attend 2 quarterly safety forums Attendance 10

6 HSE training matrix updated Matrix with changes 

highlighted

10

7 Bring HSE good practice example to quarterly forum Meeting notes 10

8 Discussion with Procurement about purchasing 

standards for equipment, packaging, etc

Edited purchase order 10

9 Discussion with HR about KPIs for operations staff Edited job description 10

Total 100

Satisfactory score 50

Possible monthly KPI Scorecard for Subcontractors

Note - no reactive measures as these are likely to be commercially 

sensitive to subcontractors

Remote controlled KPIs with self reporting

Triad Oman Consultants International
Samara Training Services





Tool box talk:

Sodexo has an ongoing initiative called 
‘Three Checks For Safety’. 
It requires the employee to ask themselves the 
following three key questions before 
commencing a task: 

1. Do I know how to do this job? 
2. Do I have the right tools and equipment? 
3. Is my environment safe? 



Safety Truths - 1/4

More inspections predict a safer worksite – As 
inspections increase, reported incidents go down.

Action: Carry out more inspections.



Safety Truths – 2/4

More inspectors, specifically more inspectors 
outside the safety function, predict a safer 
worksite – the probability of having an incident 
decreases as the number and diversity of the 
people performing inspections increases.

Action: Get a greater number of more diverse 
people involved in your inspection programme.



Safety Truths

Too many ‘100% safe’ inspections predicts an 
unsafe worksite – Your organisation may be 
‘flying blind’, with inspectors not seeing or 
reporting the leading indicator signs of those 
incidents.

Action: Train for and recognise/reward the 
reporting of unsafe observations from safety 
inspectors.



Safety Truths

Too many unsafe observations predicts an unsafe 
worksite – A high level of unsafe conditions and 
behaviours are being identified but are not being 
resolved.
Once again it is about being proactive and not 
reactive. It is about predicting and preventing 
accidents, not investigating them.

Action: Commit time and resources to resolving 
unsafe conditions and behaviours.





Tuesday 12th

Wednesday 13th

Crowne Plaza


